The UNSPOKEN PROJECT production of

TUDY GUIDE AND EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

STUDY GUIDE:
Introduction

Speechless - A new musical
On Sept 12 2016 The Unspoken Project CIC brought their debut performance of “Speechless” to
Communication Matters 30th Anniversary in Leeds. Speechless is a fully integrated disabled and non
disabled mainstream show addressing issues around communication impairment. It tells the typical
coming of age story of a teenager on the run from her loving but over bearing parents and their
limited view of her adulthood; her need for a voice being heartily ignored and her being subjected to
highly dubious medical practices that promise a miracle cure.
Speechless was designed with raising awareness of other methods of speaking and the use of
communication aids, including AAC, and their users in mind and with the intention of opening debate
around the subject of communication, it’s uses and it’s accessibility to those in need of it.
The exercises below are designed with those on Social Care or AHP courses and those studying
disability at a post graduate level, so feel free to use and adapt them to suit your own needs. The
timings given are as a guideline only.
The clips used for reference in each exercise can be found on the main Speechless resource page of
the Communication Matters website.

The Speechless Character list
Rebecca walker - A young adult with cerebral palsy and no speech
Anne Walker
- Rebecca’s Mother
Peter Walker
- Rebecca’s Father
Buster
- Rebecca’s imaginary friend and her alter ego
Amy Bates
- Rebecca’s PA/Carer/Babysitter
Jane Wright
- A Speech and Language Therapist
Yvonne and Vicky - Care workers at Rebecca’s school/day centre
Brian Davis
- Rebecca’s art teacher
Jeremy
- Rebecca’s head teacher/head of the centre
Terry
- A drunk man Rebecca encounter on a visit to London
Joyce
- The Walkers’ nosey neighbour
Rosie
- A young girl who treats Rebecca like a toy
A Doctor
A Journalist
Anne’s Church friends
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STUDY GUIDE:
Exercises

Exercise One
ref clips 1-6
1: Rebecca’s mother misunderstands her attempts to communicate and assumes she is ‘poorly’
2: Rebecca’s parents sing about their ‘happy family’ and call Rebecca their ‘baby
3: Rebecca’s parents call her ‘clever’ for smiling
4: Rebecca and her Dad (Peter) sit down to watch the TV
5: Peter misunderstands Rebecca making a joke about walking like a Mummy
From the outset of the story, we see Rebecca's parents infantilising and romanticising their daughters
condition and the needs that they perceive that she has because of it. It’s almost as though the
perception of her needs through the eyes of her parents and, to a certain extent, the professionals
around her, has meant that the type of care she is receiving has left her ‘frozen in time and now
allowed to grow up.’.

•Whatever their reasons, Rebecca’s parents continually deny and ignore their daughters

physical age and intellect (instead assuming - wrongly - she has a lower mental age) along
with denying Rebecca’s need to communicate.
Using the clips mentioned as a reference, discuss whether you think this is happening more
by one parent than the other. 10 mins

•How do Anne and Peters views of their daughters and her condition differ? Make a list to

compare and contrast their differing views and assumptions. 5 mins

•Do you think Rebecca’s parents are ‘bad’ or ‘stupid’ people? Discuss what you think their

experiences might have been to have shaped their reactions to and attitude towards their
daughter? 5 mins
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Exercises

Exercise Two
clips 1,3,5 and 6.
1: Rebecca’s mother misunderstands her attempts to communicate and assumes she is ‘poorly’
3: Rebecca’s parents call her ‘clever’ for smiling
5: Peter misunderstands Rebecca making a joke about walking like a Mummy
6: Buster raps about the frustrations of no one consulting Rebecca in choices about her own life.
Throughout the story, we are given an insight into Rebecca’s - as yet unvoiced - frustrations and
intellect through the presence of her (invisible to all but herself and the audience) alter ego, Buster.
Buster becomes the way in which to help us understand what Rebecca is thinking and gives the
audience an idea of the frustration caused in not being able to communicate.

•Discuss how you think Rebecca's actual needs differ from what her parents perceive them

to be. (5 mins)

• Consider how Rebecca could be showing, or be helped to show, some of her thoughts and

intellectual needs (as opposed to her basic needs) when she is deprived of a means of
sophisticated communication. List your ideas. (10 mins)

•Should children with an apparent communication impairment be encouraged to try and talk

biologically first? Should it matter that they have biological speech if using AAC could still
make communicating easier for them? (5 mins)
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Exercise Three
Clips 6 - 9.
6: Buster raps about the frustrations of no one consulting Rebecca in choices about her own life.
7: Rebecca shows Amy a letter written about her levels of communication
8: Vicky and Yvonne try to encourage Rebecca to use her picture board and we are introduced to Jane
9: Jane talks to Rebecca about AAC and the way in which Rebecca’s case has been dealt with so far
The show uses dark comedy to highlight the issues surrounding the professionals that dominate a
child’s life. Specifically, in the case of Rebecca, we are given a glimpse into common issues arising in
the life of a child with a disability.
These include, but are not limited to, the interactions with and personalities of:
Education professionals (incl teachers and teaching assistants)
Care workers
Social/Support workers
Speech and Language Therapists
Front line medical staff
•Although a comedic extension of some of the interactions an individual might have, discuss

how common do you think scenarios like this are? (5 mins)

•What resources and support do you think ought to be made available to education,

support and healthcare professionals in order to lessen the occurrence of similar
situations? Make a list of what you think these should be. (5 mins)

•Do you think there is enough awareness about communication impairment in society and

mainstream education and health services as a whole? Discuss this in your group and if you
decide there isn't enough, how do you think this could be changed? (10 mins)
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Exercise Four
Clips 6 and 7.
6: Buster raps about the frustrations of no one consulting Rebecca in choices about her own life.
7: Rebecca shows Amy a letter written about her levels of communication
When Rebecca’s ‘babysitter’ (i.e. her one PA) appears in the story, it’s apparent from not long after
her arrival that she is someone who can see Rebecca for who and what she is. Furthermore, she is
also understands that the need for an ability for Rebecca to show her skills and intellect has arisen out
of benign neglect and lack of information and understanding.

• Discuss and list the skills you think personal carers and assistants need to be equipped

with. (5 mins)

•Can you imagine any resistance they might encounter from parents/educational and health
professionals? How do you think they could go about dealing with this kind of conflict?
Create a short dialogue to illustrate a this. If you feel comfortable (and if applicable), share
with the room. (10 mins)

• If you are a UK resident, discuss what, if anything do you know about the provisions of
carers for people with disabilities? For example, are you aware of the current UK care,
sample care plans? Mind map what you know. (5 mins)
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Exercise Five
Clips 7 - 10
7: Rebecca shows Amy a letter written about her levels of communication
8: Vicky and Yvonne try to encourage Rebecca to use her picture board and we are introduced to Jane
9: Jane talks to Rebecca about AAC and the way in which Rebecca’s case has been dealt with so far
10: Jane gives Rebecca access to a VoxBox and shows her how it can be used.
Ultimately, in Rebecca’s story, we see her PA and Speech and Language Therapist aiding her to have
access to the communication she needs.

•Can you think of things that Rebecca might be able to do now she can communicate fully,

that she perhaps couldn’t do before? Make a list of what you think these things might be.
(5 mins)

•What might she want to do, now that she can communicate her thoughts? Again, create a

list of what sort of things you think she might want to do. (5 mins)

•How do you think her access to communication might change Rebecca’s relationship with

her parents? Discuss how you think their story might end. (5 mins)
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STUDY GUIDE:
Final Discussion

Final discussion: Food for thought.
The questions below are general discussion points from the clips included.
If you are working in a single group or alone, take a couple of minutes to list your answers for each
point so you can reflect back on them. If you are working as a subgroup of a larger classroom, each
group could take a point and expand it, with a view to giving feedback to the room at the end.
➡Is anyone ‘too anything’ for AAC?
➡Should everyone be given a chance to use AAC if communication impairment seems like a

possibility? Should everyone be given a chance regardless?

➡Do you think things have changed recently? Are young children receiving the AAC the require at an

early enough age?

➡What do you think could be the advantages and challenges of speaking electronically?
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STUDY GUIDE:
Resources

Further reading
www.theunspokenproject.com/speechless
www.communicationmatters.org.uk/page/communication-matters-projects
www.communicationmatters.org.uk/resources
http://www.aacknowledge.org.uk/

Useful contacts
www.communicationmatters.org.uk
http://www.icps.org.uk/page/what-is-icps
https://www.scope.org.uk/support/families/diagnosis/cerebral-palsy
© Elizabeth Huxley and Communication Matters 2017
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